
Parallel Proessing

The parallel proessing were lassi�ed by M.J. Flynn, aordingly this

lassi�ation is alled Flynn's lassi�ation. This lassi�ation is based

the fat that how many instrutions and data it an proess simultane-

ously. The sequene of instrutions read from the memory onstitute an

instrution stream. The operations performed on data in the proessor

onstitutes a data stream. The Parallel proessing may our in instru-

tion stream or in data stream, or both. Following are the alternatives:

1. Single-instrution single-data streams (SISD): All the instrutions

are exeuted sequentially.

2. Single-instrution multiple-data streams (SIMD): All proessors re-

eive the same instrution from ontrol unit, but operate in di�erent

sets of data. For example, in vetor proessors, all the elements of

a vetor are proessed in a similar way.

3. Multiple-instrution single-data streams (MISD): It is of theoretial

interest only as no pratial organization an be onstruted using

this organization.

4. Multiple-instrution multiple-data streams (MIMD): Several pro-

grams an exeute at the same time, operating on multiple data

values. Most multiproessors ome in this ategory.

The Flynn's taxonomy of omputer arhiteture is shown in �gure 1

for SISD and SIMD arhitetures. The �gure 2 shows the MIMD arhi-

teture.

One of the parallel proessing lass that does not �t into this lassi�-

ation is pipeline proessing, in whih, the same instrution is split into

may stages, and all stages work in parallel proessing the di�erent stage

of an instrution, giving view of a pipeline.
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Figure 1: SISD and SIMD arhiteture.
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Figure 2: MIMD Arhiteture.

0.1 Types of Parallel Proessing

Parallel proessing means, inreasing speed by doing many things in par-

allel. Let P is a sequential proessor proessing the task T in sequential

manner. If T is partitioned into n subtasks T1, T2, . . . , Tn of approxi-

mately same size, then a proessor P ′
(say) having n proessors of P ,

an be programmed so that all the subtasks of T an exeuted in paral-

lel. Then P ′
exeutes n times faster than P . A failure of CPU is fatal

to a sequential proessor, but not in the ase of parallel proessor. The

parallel proessors are thus able to exeute the programs muh faster.

Some of the appliations of parallel omputer (proessors) are:

1. Expert system for AI

2. Fluid �ow analysis,

3. Seismi data analysis

4. Long range weather foreasting,
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5. Computer Assisted tomography

6. Nulear reator modeling,

7. Visual image proessing

8. VLSI design

The typial harateristi of parallel omputing are vast amount of

omputation, �oating point arithmeti, vast number of operands.

We an derive di�erent omputation models based on the following

logial onlusions. We assume that a given omputation an be divided

into onurrent tasks for exeution on a multiproessor. As per the equal

duration model a given task an be divided into n equal subtasks, eah

of whih an be exeuted by one proessor. If ts is the exeution time

of the whole task using a single proessor, then the time taken by eah

proessor to exeute its subtask is tm = ts/n. Sine, aording to this

model, all proessors are exeuting their subtasks in parallel, then the

time taken to exeute the whole task is tm = ts/n.
The speedup fator of a parallel system an be de�ned as the ratio

between the time taken by a single proessor to solve a given problem

instane to the time taken by a parallel system onsisting of n proessors

to solve the same problem instane. We an de�ne an speedup fator S(n)
as,

S(n) =
ts
tm

=
ts

ts/n
= n (1)

0.2 Pipelining

A typial example of parallel proessing is a one-dimensional array of

proessors, where there are n idential proessors P1 . . . Pn and eah hav-

ing its loal memory. These proessors ommuniate by message passing

(send - reeive). The �gure 3 shows the pipelining model with m seg-

ments.

Consider that there are total n operations going on in parallel. A

pipe line onstitutes a sequene of proessing iruits, alled segments or

stages. The m stage pipeline has same throughput as m separate units.

Figure 4 shows a pipeline model with segments.

The pipeline proessors are divided into tow major ategories, as fol-

lows.
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Figure 3: Pipeline proessing.
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Ri: Buffer register Ci: Computing element

Figure 4: Pipeline segments.

Instrution pipeline: Transfer of instrutions takes plae through various

stages of CPU exeutions, during an instrution yle, for example, feth,

deode, exeute. Thus, there an be three di�erent instrutions in di�er-

ent stages of exeution: one getting fethed, previous of that is getting

deoded, and previous to that is getting exeuted.

Arithmeti pipeline: The data is omputed through di�erent stages, like,

the instrutions proess in part.

The �gure 5 shows the instrution and data pipeline proessor.

segment 1 segment 2 segment 3

istr. fetch Instr. decode Instr. execute
instruction results

X = (XM , XE), Y = (YM , YE)

segment 1

compare align add normalize
exponent mantissa mantissa resulst

seg. 2 seg. 3 seg. 4

Instr. adr.

X + Y

Figure 5: Instrution and data pipeline examples.

Example 0.2.1 Consider an example to ompute: Ai ∗Bi +Ci, for i =
1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Eah segment has r registers, a multiplier, and an adder unit.

Solution: Consider the example shown in �gure 6.
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Figure 6: A segment omprising registers and omputing elements.

Table 1: Computation of expression Ai ∗ Bi + Ci in spae and time in

3-stage pipeline.

Clok pulse Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 3

number R1, R2 R3, R4 R5

1 A1, B1 −, − -

2 A2, B2 A1 ∗B1, C1 -

3 A3, B3 A2 ∗B2, C2 A1 ∗B1 + C1

4 A4, B4 A3 ∗B3, C3 A2 ∗B2 + C2

5 A5, B5 A4 ∗B4, C4 A3 ∗B3 + C3

6 − − A5 ∗B5, C5 A4 ∗B4 + C4

7 − − −, − A5 ∗B5 + C5

R1 ← Ai, R2 ← Bi; input Ai, Bi

R3 ← R1 ∗R2, R4 ← C;multiply

R5 ← R3 +R4; add Ci to product

�

Example 0.2.2 Computation of expression Ai ∗ Bi + Ci in spae and

time in 3-stage pipeline.

Solution: The sequene of steps are represented by the table 1.

Any operator that an be deomposed into a sequene of sub-operations

of about the same omponents an be implemented by pipeline proes-

sor. Consider that for a k-segment pipeline with lok yle time =tp
se., with total n no. of tasks (T1, T2, . . . , Tn) are required to be exe-

uted. T1 requires time equal to k.tp ses. Remaining n− 1 tasks emerge
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from the pipeline at the rate of one task per lok yle, and they will

be ompleted in time of (n − 1)tp se, so total lok yles required =

k + (n− 1). For k = 3 segment and n = 5 tasks it is 3 + (5 − 1) = 7, as
lear from table 1.

0.3 Computational Models

Consider an instrution pipeline unit (segment) that performs the same

operation and takes time equal to tu to omplete eah task. Total time

for n tasks is n.tu. The speedup for no. of segments as k and lok period

as tp is:

S(n) =
n.tu

(k + (n− 1))tp
(2)

For large number of tasks, n >> k − 1, k + n− 1 ≈ n, so,

S(n) =
n.tu
n.tp

=
tu
tp

Instrution pipelining is similar to use of assembly line in manufa-

turing plant An instrution's exeution is broken in to many steps, whih

indiates the sope for pipelining. The pipelining requires registers to

store data between stages.

Parallel omputation with serial setion model: It is assumed that at least

a fration f of a given task (omputation) annot be divided into on-

urrent subtasks. The remaining part (1− f) is assumed to be dividable.

For example, f may orrespond to data input. Thus, time required to

exeute the task on n proessors is:

tm = f.ts + (1− f).
ts
n

(3)

The speedup is therefore,

S(n) =
ts

f.ts + (1− f). ts
n

=
n

1 + (n− 1).f
(4)
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So, S(n) is primarily determined by the ode setion, whih annot

be divided. If task is ompletely serial (f = 1), then no speedup an be

ahieved even by parallel proessors.

For n→∞,

S(n) =
1

f
(5)

whih is maximum speedup.

Thus, improvement in performane (speed) of parallel algorithm over

a sequential is limited not by number of proessors but by fration of the

algorithm (ode) that annot be parallelized. This is alled Amdahl's law.

Considering the ommuniation overhead tc between parallel proessing

units, we get modi�ed equation of 4, as follows:

S(n) =
ts

f.ts + (1 − f)(ts/n) + tc

=
n

f.(n− 1) + 1 + n(tc/ts)
(6)

For n→∞,

S(n) =
n

f(n− 1) + 1 + n(tc/ts)

=
1

f + (tc/ts)
(7)

Thus, S(n) depends on ommuniation overhead tc also.

Instrution Pipe-lining: typial stages of pipeline are:

1. FI (feth instrution)

2. DI (deode Instrution)

3. CO (alulate operands)

4. FO (feth operands)

5. EI (exeute instrution)

6. WO (write operands)

The above stages are self explanatory. To better understand instru-

tion pipelining, we solve the following exerise.
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Table 2: Exeution of 9 instrutions in pipeline.

Time→ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Instr.↓

I1 FI DI CO FO EI WO

I2 FI DI CO FO EI WO

I3 FI DI CO FO EI WO

I4 FI DI CO FO EI WO

I5 FI DI CO FO EI WO

I6 FI DI CO FO EI WO

I7 FI DI CO FO EI WO

I8 FI DI CO FO EI WO

I9 FI DI CO FO EI WO

Example 0.3.1 There are total 9 di�erent instrutions are to be exe-

uted. The six stage pipeline an redue the exeution time for 9 instru-

tions to 14 time units, otherwise it is 54 time units.

Solution: We would exeute nine instrutions (I1 − I2) in pipeline, as

shown in table 2. We note, that it is done in 14 lok yles. �

However, in the pipeline exeutions, the things are not always as we

assumed. Following are some things ontrary to what we assumed. And,

they also need to be onsidered while designing the pipeline.

The diagram assumes that eah instrution goes through 6 stages of

pipeline. But, for example, a load instrution does not need WO. It is

also assumed that there is no memory on�its. However, FI, FO, WO all

require memory aess (together), and they appear in a vertial olumn.

The data value may be in ahe, or FO/WO may be null.

Six stages may not be of equal duration, whih we have taken eah as

one yle.

A onditional branh/interrupt instrution may invalidate several fethes,

whih we ome to know on deoding of the operand. After whih stage

it should hek for onditional branh/interrupt?

And so on.

Hene, all the above fators need to be onsidered while designing a

pipeline.

0.3.1 Fators e�eting Instrution Pipe-lining

There is an overhead in eah stage of pipeline for data movements bu�er

to bu�er. Amount of ontrol logi needed to handle memory/register de-

pendenies inreases with size of pipeline. It needs time for the bu�ers

to operate. This is alled Pipeline Hazard, and it ours when pipeline

or its portion stalls. There are resoure, data, and ontrol hazards.

Resoure hazard: Two or more instrutions in pipeline require same re-

soure (say ALU or register. (Also alled struture hazard).
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Data hazards: This is due to on�it in memory aess.

Control hazards: It is alled branh hazard, and results due to wrong

deision in branh predition.

0.4 Vetor Proessing

In many omputational appliations, a problem an be formulated in

terms of vetors and matries. Proessing these by a speial omputer is

alled vetor proessing. A vetor is:

V = [V1V2V3 . . . Vn] (8)

The index for Vi is represented as V [i]. A program for adding two

vetors A and B of length 100, to produe vetor C is given as below for

salar quantities as

for(i=0; i < 100; i++)

[i℄=b[i℄+a[i℄;

In mahine language we write it as:

mvi i, 0

loop: read A[i℄

add B[i℄

store C[i℄

store i = i +1

mp i, 100

jnz loop

This requires the fething and deoding the same instrutions again

and again.

In vetor proessing, it requires to aess the arraysA and B, and only

ounter needs to updated. The vetor proessing omputer eliminates the

need of fething the instrutions, and exeuting them. As they are fethed

one only, deoded one only, but exeutes them 100 times. This allows

operations to be spei�ed only as:

C(1 : 100) = A(1 : 100) +B(1 : 100)

Vetor instrutions inludes the initial address of operands, length of

vetors, and operands to be performed, all in one omposition instrution.

The addition is done with a pipelines �oating pointing point adder. It

is possible to design vetor proessor to store all operands in registers in

advane. It an be applied in matrix multipliation, for [l×m]× [m×n].
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Exerises

1. Design a pipeline on�guration to arry out the task to ompute:

(Ai +Bi)/(Ci +Di)

2. Construt pipeline to add 100 �oating point numbers, i.e., �nd the

result of x1 × x2 × . . . x100.

3. (a) List the advantages of designing a �oating point proessor in

the form of a k-segment pipeline rather than a k-unit parallel
proessor.

(b) A �oating-point pipeline has four segments S1, S2, S3, S4, whose

delays are 100, 90, 100, and 110 nano-ses, respetively. What

is the pipeline's maximum throughput in MFLOPS?

4. It is frequently argued that large (super) omputer is approahing

its performane limits, and the future advanes in large omputers

will depend on interonneted large number of inexpensive omput-

ers together. List the arguments against and favor.

5. List the features to be added in sequential programming languages,

to use them in large interonnetion of small inexpensive omputers.

6. Let S1, S2, . . . , Sk denote the sequene of k-operations on a pro-

gram. Suppose that exeution of these operations on a uni-proessor

produes the same results regardless of the oder of exeution of the

k Si's. Show that this does not imply that the Si's are parallelizable

on a multi-proessor.

7. Prove that general problem of determining whether two program

segments S1, S2 are parallelizable is undeidable by showing that a

solution to this problem implies a solution to the halting problem

for Turing mahine. (Hint: Assume that an algorithm A to deter-

mine parallelization exists, and onsider applying A to a program

ontaining the statement: if Turing mahine T halts after at most

n steps then S1 else S2).
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